philosophical significance of the Copernican theory and for the mathematical analysis of natural phenomena.
This essay has at least a double agenda. While analyzing Galileo's patronage strategies, examining how he represented his astronomical discoveries within the discourse of the Medici court, I want also to indicate the role of the court in the social legitimation of early modern science.
I. STARS IN CONTEXT
Some reasons for the Medici's interest in the satellites of Jupiter are easy to grasp. As Galileo asserted in the dedication of the Sidereus nuncius, these bodies were monuments to the Medici dynasty.6 Moreover, they were monuments of exceptional durability and worldwide visibility (at least for audiences equipped with good telescopes). But there were other reasons behind the Medici enthusiasm for Galileo's discoveries, reasons fully apparent to a Florentine audience familiar with the mythology the Medici had been articulating since Cosimo I established the dynasty in the middle of the sixteenth century. In this mythology a correspondence was drawn between cosmos and Cosimo, and Jupiter was regularly associated with Cosimo I, the founder of the dynasty and the first of the "Medicean gods."7 Consequently, while Galileo could have dedicated the newly discovered planets to any patron, they were particularly significant to the Medici, for whom Jupiter's satellites would appear as dynastic emblems.
Although the Medicis had been de facto rulers of an allegedly republican Florence since the early fifteenth century, the dukedom itself was of more recent origin. In fact, Cosimo I became duke of Florence in 1537 and was made grand duke of Tuscany only in 1569. During the 1540s he had to create the political and administrative structure of the new state, along with a new political mythology that would legitimize the Medici rule as a dynastic one. The powerful Florentine families were to be transformed from political leaders into a docile court aristocracy,8 and the new mythology was to represent the ducal rule as natural and necessary and indicate the role the Florentine families had to assume within it.
Cosimo's strategy was to represent the Medici rule as Florence's manifest destiny. The city's horoscope, so commonly cast since the Middle Ages, was normalized to suggest the astrological necessity of Medici rule by linking that rule to the history and fate of the city. New Medici-oriented histories and Medici-sensitive reinterpretations of ancient myths were commissioned, while Medici-related imagery was introduced into Florentine art.9 Most important, 6 Galileo Galilei, Sidereus nuncius, trans. Albert Van Helden (Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, 1989), pp. 29-33.
Medici-controlled academies, among them the Accademia Fiorentina and the Accademia del Disegno, were established to manage this cultural program.10
Although Cosimo did not go so far as to commission a family history in the form of a Greek-style theogony, he had classical theogonies allegorically reinterpreted to resemble the history of the house of Medici. This mythological program was best articulated in Giorgio Vasari's frescoes decorating the Apartment of the Elements and the Apartment of Leo X in the Palazzo della Signoria-the first Medici court palace, later known as the Palazzo Vecchio.'1 The project's basic schema is clear enough. The Apartment of the Elements was a kind of Olympus divided into several rooms, each dedicated to a specific god (Hercules, Jupiter, Ops, Ceres, Saturn) or to a predivine entity such as the primordial "elements" (Fig. 1) . Right below the Olympus of the Apartment of the Elements we find the Apartment of Leo X, displaying the Medici pantheon. Each room-of the Apartment of Leo X is dedicated to a member of the Medici family who was instrumental in establishing the dynasty (Fig. 2) .
Each room dedicated to a Medici in the Apartment of Leo X was put, as Vasari says, in plumb-line relation with the god-dedicated room in the Apartment of the Elements just above it. The frescoes of each room downstairs present a mythologized history of the member of the Medici family it honors. Each history was made to mirror as closely as possible the classical theogony of the corresponding god. For instance, the Room of the Elements, the primordial entities that allowed the formation of all things, corresponded to the Room of Leo X, the Medici pope who made the emergence of the Medici dynasty possible. As Vasari put it, "There is nothing painted upstairs that does not correspond to something painted downstairs.'l2
The heavenly order legitimized and naturalized the earthly one.
Appropriately elegant stairs ensured communication between the two floors.
Vasari describes in detail the intricacies of the entire Medici mythology as represented in these frescoes.'3 What we need to consider here is the specific correspondence established in it between Jupiter (the greatest of the gods) and Cosimo I (the founder of the grand duchy of Tuscany), for that mythological relation played a crucial role in Galileo's patronage strategies. The correspondence between the room of Jupiter and that of Cosimo I is the pivot for the mythological narratives developed throughout the paintings of the two apartments. The paintings in the Room of Jupiter, which present his childhood are thus tied to Cosimo as well. Born of Ops and Saturn, the child Jupiter was saved from the father's cruelty (Saturn tended to eat his offspring) by the mother, who hid him in a cave in Crete. There baby Jupiter was reared by two nymphs. One of them, Amalthea, was represented as a goat and was allegorically associated with divine Providence, while Melissa, the other nymph, was an allegory of divine Knowledge. The message was that Cosimo absorbed those virtues in the cradle. In memory of Amalthea, Jupiter added the sign of Capricorn to the zodiac. The seven stars of Capricorn became emblems of the seven virtuesthree theological and four moral. Conveniently, Capricorn happened to be Cosimo's sign, thereby confirming the destiny uniting the first grand duke and Jupiter. In essence Cosimo was endowed with divine providence and knowledge by Jupiter and received the seven virtues from Capricorn.
In the dedication of the Sidereus nuncius to Cosimo II, Galileo himself introduced the analogy between the Medicean stars and Cosimo I's virtues-some moral, others "Augustean." He claimed that the younger Cosimo obtained those same virtues directly from Jupiter, which was just above the horizon at the moment of his birth. Those virtues were "emanating" from the four stars that-like innate virtues-always revolved very closely around Jupiter and never abandoned him. Therefore, given the link between Jupiter and Cosimo I, Galileo was suggesting that Cosimo I passed on his virtues to his successor through the Medicean stars, and that Galileo himself, by revealing these stars was somehow midwife to this astrologico-dynastic encounter. The correspondence between the Medicean stars and the four moral virtues was accepted by the Medici's human- istic advisers: even in the thirty years following Galileo's condemnation, the four moral virtues were used as painterly allegorical representations of the four stars. These mythologies were more than a sign of the Medici's imaginative pretentiousness. They constituted the "master narrative" that informed the imagery used in public political ceremonies and festivals as well as the subject matter of court poetry, theater, painting, and opera. 14 They offered a framework for court culture. When needed, this mythological imagery could be expanded by means of emblematic translations, conveniently listed in sixteenth-century catalogues or dictionaries of emblems like those of Cesare Ripa, Paolo Giovio, and Andrea Alciati. The entire cultural framework was maintained and articulated by Medicicontrolled institutions such as the Accademia Fiorentina and the Accademia del Disegno. 15
Court culture itself was permeated by these mythologies from the time of Cosimo I. Familiarity with them allowed the courtiers and the Florentine upper 14Gods' genealogies were a genre commonly used in celebrating ruling families. On the use of this genre in theater see Cesare Molinari, Le nozze degli dei (Rome: Bulzoni, 1968 This mythologico-emblematic framework of Medici court society and culture constituted the background for Galileo's representation of his astronomical discoveries as emblems of the Medici dynasty. If he wanted to become a courtier by differentiating himself from the other practitioners of a low-status discipline like mathematics, Galileo had to play on the same codes that court society had adopted to differentiate itself successfully from the noncourtly masses.
II. THE MAKING OF A CLIENT
Galileo's understanding of the courtly cultural context did indeed differentiate him from most other Italian mathematicians of the time. His exceptional career and the pattern of socioepistemological legitimation he pursued are also related to his unusual cultural background and to the perceptions of the patronage system associated with it.
He was not wealthy, but, like his father Vincenzio, he knew how to present himself as a gentiluomo. He knew Giovanni Della Casa's Galateo and owned a number of texts on rhetoric and literary composition.18 In the frontispieces of his books he styled himself a "Florentine Patrician" even before becoming the "Philosopher and Mathematician of the Grand Duke." His Latin style was sophisticated and the character of his Florentine language remarkable. 16 "Sometimes other discussions would turn on a variety of subjects, or there would be a sharp exchange of quick retorts; often 'emblems' as we nowadays call them, were devised; in which discussions a marvelous pleasure was had": Baldessare Castiglione, Book of the Courtier, trans. Charles Singleton (Garden City, N. Galileo's involvement with these literary activities does not mean that he contemplated a career as a writer; rather, like any ambitious young man looking for patronage, he needed to prove his competence in courtly and academic culture. During these early phases of his career, Galileo was introduced not only to Florentine court and academic culture but into patronage networks as well. As I have shown elsewhere, it is to this period of his life, to the culture he absorbed and the patrons and friends he met (with whom he kept up during regular summer visits to Florence from Padua), that we can trace most of the patronage strategies he developed later in his life.24
The social groups Galileo frequented in Venice and Padua after 1592 were similar to those he was familiar with in Florence, but because Venice had no centralized court, Paduan and Venetian culture were quite different from the Florentine, and patronage was of the patrician rather than the princely type. If Giovanfrancesco Sagredo was a patrician patron in Venice comparable to Filippo Salviati in Florence, we still cannot find the Cosimo II for Galileo's Paduan period. Salons, casini, and private academies rather than the court or official academies were the loci of such patronage.25 Moreover, although Venice was quite concerned with maintaining its own state myths (especially in its period of decadence at the turn of the century), these were centered not on a specific family dynasty but on the idea of the republic.26 Galileo's discoveries could not be made to fit those state myths in any relevant or particularly rewarding way. In fact, he offered the telescope to the Venetian Senate as an instrument of navigation and warfare rather than as a viewer of dynastic monuments.
The initiation into Florentine court and academic culture provided Galileo with the competence necessary to see naturalia as potential Medici dynastic emblems. Galileo understood that he needed an absolute prince as a patron-and not just because, as he told Vinta, only a prince could have offered him the salary and leisure he was seeking. Only an absolute prince could grant him the social legitimation he needed for himself and his work, once he made his marvels fit the dynastic discourse of such a ruler.27 When he discovered Jupiter's satellites at the end of 1609, he realized that Venice was not the best marketplace for his marvels.
However, the understanding of patronage dynamics and of the codes of academic culture that Galileo had developed during his Florentine youth was not wasted in Padua and Venice. He managed to develop patronage relationships with powerful Venetian patricians like Sagredo, had access to the most respected salons, and took an active part in Padua's academic life. In 1599 he was among the founding members of the Paduan Accademia dei Ricovrati, taking the name "Abbattuto." Together with other colleagues he was in charge of designing the academic impresas for that body.28 The impresa Galileo proposed for Cosimo's wedding with Mary Magdalen of Austria in 1608 showed his mastery in emblematics and in the culture of the Medici court.
III. FROM LODESTONES TO SATELLITES
Knowing that gold and silver medals were usually struck to commemorate major dynastic events, in September 1608 Galileo wrote Cosimo's mother, the Grand Duchess Cristina, to propose an emblem for a medal. The letter is a concise summary of Medici dynastic ideology and presents a quite subtle "scientific" metaphor for the "naturalness" of the Medici rule. Referring to the lodestone he had bought for Prince Cosimo from Sagredo a few months earlier, Galileo compared the power of a future absolutist ruler like Cosimo to that of the lodestone. Using the terminology of the emblematist Giovio, Galileo proposed that the "body" (i.e., the image) of the impresa be a globe-shaped lodestone that held a number of small pieces of iron around it.29 The "soul" of the impresa (i.e., the motto) was Vim facit amor ("Love produces strength").
Galileo recognized the ambiguity of representations of the Medici's absolute rule that stressed its "naturalness" and the acquiescence of its subjects while also emphasizing its power and its lack of tolerance for deviant behavior; in the sympathetic attraction between the lodestone and the small pieces of iron he found a fine metaphor for such a political scenario. According to Galileo's image, the pieces of iron (the subjects) seemed to be voluntarily driven up (elevated) toward the lodestone (the Medici power), for its force was not felt by other materials. They wanted to be attracted. At the same time such an uplifting attraction was powerful and ultimately inevitable. It was based on love but manifested itself as power. The motto Vim facit amor capsulizes the meaning of the image. According to Galileo, the allegoric meaning of the motto was that as fragments of iron are lifted up and held by the lodestone (but with a sort of loving violence, for they seek the stone avidly, as if they were rushing voluntarily to it) so that it is difficult to tell whether such a tenacious bind is the result of the strength of the magnet, the natural tendency of the iron, or the loving dialectic of power and obedience, the pious and courteous affection of the prince-represented by the lodestone-does not oppress but rather lifts up his subjects, and makes them-represented by the fragments of iron-love and obey him.30 Besides Galileo's remarkable skills in emblematics, this impresa reveals, I think, a turning point in his strategies for patronage.35 By 1608 he must have realized that the invention of military compasses, however useful, would not help him obtain a high-status position at court. Quite probably the compass brought him a good number of private students interested in fortifications, but it did not make him a desirable client to a major prince who was more preoccupied with the celebration of his own image than with the quality of his court teacher of mathematics. The Gonzaga appreciated the gift of the compass and the Medici welcomed the dedication of the book that explained its use, but neither prince offered Galileo the position he was looking for. I think Galileo realized he needed to produce gifts whose virtues were less mechanical than those of a compass if he wanted to go to court as a gentleman rather than as a teacher of mathematics or a military engineer.
Galileo then explained to
The impresa of 1608 indicates that Galileo understood that marvels such as "mysteriously" behaving lodestones were more rewarding than instrumentsespecially when they could be represented as an emblematic articulation of the discourse of the court. And indeed the imagery Galileo used in the 1608 impresa had been part of court discourse at least since Baldassarre Castiglione' The originality of Galileo's impresa does not lie in the use of technology-based devices in emblems. Giovio had already discussed them in his emblematics textbook.38 What was new about Galileo's translating scientific mirabilia into the discourse of the court (or of a specific dynasty, as in the case of the satellites of Jupiter) was that he did so also as an attempt to legitimize scientific discoveries and theories.
For instance, Galileo's claim that the motto Magnus magnes Cosmos meant both that "the world is a great lodestone," as William Gilbert had argued, and that the attractive force of Cosimo's power was legitimate and "natural" had important implications. It associated Gilbert's theory (one that could be used against the accepted Aristotelean cosmology) with that of the naturalness of the Medici absolute rule. By striking such a medal the Medici would help legitimate Gilbert's theory; at the same time, Galileo's "magnetic" interpretation of the Medici power represented that rule as "natural." The medal Galileo proposed to Cristina had two inseparable faces and meanings. Galileo's strategy aimed at legitimizing scientific theories by including them in the representation of his patrons' power, thus securing both their involvement and their endorsement.
Probably the obscurity of the imagery of the impresa (who could distinguish a magnet attracting iron fragments from a globe surrounded by irregularly shaped For all the remarkable characteristics Galileo recognized in the telescope in August 1609, he presented it to the Doge Leonardo Dona as a military instrument. The telescope was a marvel, but one not tailored for any specific patron. Despite its truly exceptional features, it was patronage-generic, a gift for everybody and for nobody in particular. Galileo correctly perceived the telescope as belonging to the same patronage category as the military compass, the only important difference being that the telescope was much more useful than the compass and therefore could trigger the curiosity and interest of a much wider audience. From his correspondence of the period we see that until he discovered Jupiter's satellites, Galileo did not make any serious attempt to use the telescope to move to the Medici court. At this point in Galileo's career, the telescope was still a thing: it was not yet a messenger of dynastic destiny. Although Cosimo II asked Galileo for a good telescope, his interest in the instrument was not essentially different from that he had shown in Sagredo's lodestone a few years before.
Galileo's commitment to Copernicanism seems to fluctuate with his grasp of possibilities for court patronage. The conditions of his gift of the telescope to the Venetian Senate indicate that, at that time, Galileo represented the telescope not as a scientific instrument that could support the Copernican cause, but as a sort of classified weapon. In this, Galileo's representation of the telescope's use was identical with that of his Dutch predecessor Hans Lipperhey. In his letter to the Doge Leonardo Dona, Galileo claimed that, judging the telescope as "worthy of being received and estimated as most useful by Your Lord, I decided to present it to you and have you decide about the future of this invention, ordering and providing according to your prudence whether telescopes should or should not 39 Giovio, Dialogo dell'impresse militari e amorose, p. 37. On the obscurity of impresas see also The story of the negotiation that Galileo and Cosimo II conducted through Vinta during the first half of 1610 has been told many times.42 What has not received much attention is Galileo's strategy for gaining social status for himself and epistemological legitimation for the Medicean stars by representing them within the discourse of the Medici mythology, as he had previously tried to incorporate Gilbert's views on magnetism.
Astrological predetermination was a recurrent theme in Galileo's presentation of his discoveries to the Medici. What he had observed, Galileo claimed, was not a discovery but a confirmation of the Medici's destiny-almost a scientific proof of their dynastic horoscope. As he told Cosimo in the dedication of the Sidereus nuncius, it was not by chance that the "bright stars offer[ed] themselves in the heavens" right after Cosimo II's enthronement. It was not by chance that these stars were circling around Jupiter (Cosimo I's planet) like his offspring and that Jupiter was actually just above the horizon at the time of Prince Cosimo's birth, thus passing on to him the virtues of the founder of the dynasty. And-one might add-it was not by chance that the stars were four in number, like Cosimo II and his brothers.43 Consequently, Galileo's role in the appearance of this dynastic omen could not have been a casual one either.
In the dedication Galileo tended to hide the economic dimensions of the patronage relationship he was trying to establish. As he presented it, he was not trying to sell the Medici a particularly fitting dedication. His relationship with them was a most disinterested one. It was more than completely voluntary: it was predetermined. Yes, the Medici and Galileo were brought together by the stars. It could not be by chance that Galileo, a Medici subject and the private mathematics tutor of Prince Cosimo II himself, had discovered the stars: only he could discover them. And in a sense the stars did not need to be dedicated to the Medici: they had always been theirs. As Galileo put it, four stars had been reserved for the illustrious name of Medici-assigned to them, like Galileo himself, from the beginning. 44 Appropriately, Galileo referred not to a discovery but to an "encounter" be- tween the Medici and their destiny. His role in this encounter was that of the mediator, and a lowly one at that. As he told Vinta, it was in the best interest of the Medici to "ennoble" him because "there is only one thing that largely diminishes the greatness of this encounter, and that is the ignobleness and low status of the mediator. Nevertheless . . . the ennoblement of the mediator is no less in the range of possibilities of His Most Serene Highness than the demonstration of my most devout observance was in mine."45 If the Medici hesitated, the celestiality of the encounter might be polluted by the hands of the lowly mediator.
However, Galileo was not asking the Medici for a title in exchange for a dedication. If the "encounter" was a predestined one, then his role as mediator was predestined too. He was de facto (or ex Deo) the Medici oracle. The Medici needed only to recognize it. And, with some help from Galileo, they eventually did.
Cosimo's "ennoblement" of Galileo was more than a simple matter of noblesse oblige. The more the Medici recognized Galileo's "nobility" and disinterestedness, the more they legitimized their dynasty by representing his discovery as a preordained celestial encounter with their destiny. For this discovery to be an omen from the stars (a sidereus nuncius) Galileo must be given the status of starry ambassador-that is, of philosopher of the grand duke. Similarly, Galileo presented the telescope to the Medici both as a scientific instrument and as a sort of dynastic relic. When, in March 1610, he sent the telescope to Cosimo II together with the presentation copy of the Sidereus nuncius, Galileo told him that the rough-looking and unpolished instrument should be left in its state, for it was the "instrument through which such a great discovery was achieved." The grand duke, Galileo continued, would receive many and more elegant-looking telescopes, but only this one was "there" at "that time."46 It alone, of all possible telescopes, carried that special aura of hinc et nunc with it. It alone was not just a telescope but a nuncius.
In a sense, Galileo was perfectly right in presenting himself as a "natural" client of the Medici. When he observed the satellites at the end of 1609, he realized that, given the structure of the Medici's mythology and the patronage connections he had developed over the years, the Medici were the best (if not the only) patrons he could possibly attract. Quite probably Jupiter played a role in the political mythologies of other European dynasties, but there is no evidence that Galileo knew of them or had brokers in those courts who could help him quickly negotiate a dedication.
V. SUSPICIOUS STARS
Galileo's strategy for the legitimation of both his new instrument and the discoveries it made possible does not seem essentially different from the one he had tried out with Cosimo's 1608 impresa. By transforming the instrument and the discoveries into Medici fetishes, he tried to tie his patron's image and power to them. But the use of patrons as legitimizing institutions was not an unproblematic strategy. Patrons did not usually want to risk their status for their clients', even when an important contribution to their own image was at stake.47 The cautious Cosimo II was not always quick to uphold Galileo against his challengers, and his son Ferdinand II would be even less supportive.
Just a week after the publication of the Sidereus nuncius in March 1610, Galileo wrote Vinta that, it being most true that our reputation begins with our own self-confidence, and that whoever wants to be esteemed ought to have self-esteem first, when His Most Serene Highness will demonstrate recognition of the importance of this encounter [the discovery of the Medicean stars], no doubt not only all his subjects but all nations will recognize its importance too, and there will remain no feather in the wings of fame that will not write praising the glory of this event.
Galileo then suggested that the distribution of copies of the Siderius nuncius and of telescopes to European kings and princes would be most appropriately carried out by the Medici ambassadors in the various Italian and European states.48 That would have lent legitimation to his discoveries while giving those princes a reliable "viewer" and the related "instructions" to observe the Medici's glory. But while the Medici accepted Galileo's proposal of distributing the books and instruments through their official diplomatic channels, they avoided taking an official stand on the reality of the satellites of Jupiter.49
Writing again to Vinta on 7 May, Galileo went back to the same issue. After reassuring Vinta and the Medici that he had both publicly refuted his challengers at Padua and received a long and very supportive letter from the "Mathematician to the Emperor," Galileo claimed that the Medici's image in connection with the discoveries had been safely defended. But now: "We-but especially our Most Serene Lords-have to sustain the importance and reputation of the discovery by demonstrating the esteem such a remarkable novelty deserves, it being so considered by everybody who speaks sincerely." But the Medici maintained their cautious stand. Vincenzo Giugni-the supervisor of the Medici artistic workshops-wrote Galileo on 5 June to say that production of the dies to strike the medal celebrating the discovery of the Medicean-stars had been put on hold by the grand duke himself. Cosimo II had told Giugni to wait until the debate on the stars was settled.50 By this time Galileo had received a long letter from Johannes Kepler (published soon after as Dissertatio cum Nuncio sidereo) in which he confirmed Galileo's observations. Confident of the international credibility brought him by Kepler's endorsement, Galileo showed himself annoyed by the grand duke's extreme caution and mentioned to Giugni that the king of France had intimated his willingness to accept the dedication of whatever planets Galileo might discover in the future. Therefore, Galileo suggested to Giugni that, "whenever possible, please make sure that Your Most Serene Highness would not delay the flight of fame by taking an ambiguous stand about what he has seen many times by him-,self-something that fortune reserved to him and denied to everybody else. 951 47 Biagioli, "Galileo's System of Patronage" (cit. n. 24). 48 Although by the time Galileo sent this letter he had been assured by Vinta of his position at the Medici court, it may be not by chance that he had not yet received a contract, which in fact reached him only in July.
Cosimo II was not alone in his cautiousness. The Florentine academicians and court writers were not celebrating the Medicean stars as enthusiastically as Galileo hoped and expected they would. Two weeks after the publication of the Nuncius, Alessandro Sertini-a longtime Florentine friend of Galileo's and a member of the Accademia Fiorentina-wrote him saying that his efforts to mobilize the "Tuscan Muses" had not been very successful. The Medici court writers seemed to be waiting for one of them to give the signal: "The Muses are moving a bit slowly, because nine of them are lagging behind waiting for a tenth one to take the lead. Your Lord should write him if you want to make sure that he will write something on the Medicean Stars."52
In a letter of 10 July, Sertini informed Galileo that attacks by Giovanni Magini and Martinus Horky on his discoveries had been widely publicized in Florence and that Ludovico delle Colombe seemed to join the challengers' side. Thus Sertini was unsure of the Florentine writers' willingness to publish their sonnets on the stars. Galileo had proposed to the grand duke the publication of a more elegant version of the Sidereus nuncius in the Florentine language, one including the sonnets dedicated to the Medicean stars.53 Such a version would have been tailored for the Florentine court audience, for the sonnets would spell out the connections between the stars and the Medici mythology. Those connections were not elaborated in the first Latin version of the Nuncius because the European audience to which it was primarily addressed could not have understood them. In fact, it was, I think, because he had a European audience in mind that Vinta, when consulted by Galileo on the name to be assigned to the satellites in the Sidereus nuncius, replied that, of the two names proposed by Galileo, "Medicea Sydera" seemed more appropriate because "Cosmica Sydera" might have been misunderstood as referring to "cosmos" rather than to "Cosimo. Galileo answer everybody "without mentioning anybody, and by remaining within the specific boundaries of the issue, for it seems the best thing to do, and the one I would prefer."55
Although the Medici and the court writers were not Galileo's scientific peers, their behavior is reminiscent of colleagues' cautious evaluations of a scientific discovery. At first glance it may seem odd that neither Cosimo nor the court writers seemed to take the opinions of members of the professional elite of astronomers, like Kepler, as decisive in determining their own endorsements.56 But Cosimo and the writers were in fact Galileo's peers or superiors by virtue of belonging to the same institution: the court. The court was not a scientific institution, but the place where representations of the prince's power were produced; and Galileo was hired there less as an astronomer per se than as a producer of spectacular dynastic emblems. Therefore, he needed the writers to accept and articulate his discoveries in court cultural productions and representations of the grand duke's power. On the other hand, the Florentine courtiers did not need to believe Kepler or, for that matter, Galileo himself. The opinions of leading astronomers were not binding on courtiers. The only authority they knew was that of their prince or of their prince's patrons.
Galileo's delicate position in this phase of his transition from the university to the court reflects the novelty of the socioprofessional identity he was trying to establish for himself. In a sense, Galileo was a socioprofessional hybrid. He presented himself as a "new philosopher," a role that-given the disciplinary hierarchy structuring the university-could be legitimized only at court. Yet, even though the people who had the professional skills to judge his achievements were not court writers and gentlemen, but mathematicians, and even though Galileo might have been in serious trouble had Kepler turned down his claims about the existence of the satellites of Jupiter, Kepler's recognition of his discoveries was not sufficient to win over the courtiers. Galileo needed the endorsement of courtiers and prince because only at court could he become a philosopher. Schematically put, the mathematicians' endorsement of Galileo's discoveries would have been necessary and sufficient to establish his credibility as a mathematician, but that same endorsement was only necessary (and no longer sufficient) in certifying Galileo's credibility as a court philosopher. Steven Shapin's study of the seventeenth-century "house of experiments" suggests that the legitimation of experimental practices in England was caught in an analogous social paradox. Those who had the technical skills to perform experiments (and quite likely to understand them) did not have the social status needed to be perceived as having "the qualifications to make knowledge."57 Conversely, many of the gentlemen who had the social qualifications to "make ss Sertini to Galileo, 7 Aug. 1610, no. 372, ibid., pp. 411-413, quoting from p. 412. For Galileo's plan see Galileo to Vinta, 18 June 1610, no. 332, ibid., pp. 373-374. 56 Medici respect for the Jesuits' scientific authority may seem to contradict my point. However, the Medicis' appreciation of Jesuit recognition in December 1610 that Galileo's telescopic discoveries were reliable is not a sign of the Jesuits' "technical credibility" only. Their opinion was probably more influential than Kepler's because they were correctly perceived as the mathematicians of the pope. This was particularly true in Florence, where, with the legitimacy of the Medici dynasty precariously dependent on the pope, religious orthodoxy and respect for the church's positions were crucial. So, in respecting the Jesuits' views, the Florentine courtiers were bowing to the authority of the papal court. 57 
VI. THE CAREER OF THE MEDICEAN STARS
Although Galileo was not successful in his first attempts to tie the court writers to his wagon, the Medicean stars eventually became an integral part of the discourse of the court.58 The medal celebrating Galileo's discovery of the satellites was eventually struck. Jupiter sitting on a cloud with the four stars circling about him was presented as an emblem of Cosimo II, whose effigy occupied the other side of the medal (Fig. 3) . The stars were represented in sonnets, in theatrical machines, in operas, in medals, and in frescoes celebrating the divine pedigree of the house of Medici. We encounter them again in the most important court spectacle of the carnival of 1613-the barriera of 17 February.
It began at two o'clock Florentine time in the theater of the Pitti Palace in front of a selected courtly audience.59 After a virtuoso display of spectacular theatrical machines and effects designed by the court engineer Giulo Parigi, the spectacle deployed its mythological plot. III's wedding. His impresa was a ship at sea guided by the Medicean stars, with the motto Certa fulgent sidera (Fig. 7) . When Cosimo III died in 1723, a similar medal with the Medicean stars was placed on his chest (Fig. 8) . The Medici dynasty survived him by only fourteen years.
VIL COURT CULTURE, ABSOLUTISM, AND THE LEGITIMATION OF SCIENCE
Even as the Medicean stars began to reappear in court mythology during the reign of Ferdinand II, their association with Galileo was on the wane. His condemnation in 1633 hastened the process. Galileo's role in the satellites' discovery was mentioned in the barriera of the carnival of 1613, but no such reference occurs in the Mondofesteggiante of 1661. By that time Medici court culture had severed the Medicean stars not only from their discoverer but from astronomy as well, so that, stars no longer, they became a dynastic fetish, a name ritualistically assigned to Jupiter-Cosimo's knights. Analysis of this process of fetishization uncovers both the avenues and the limits Medici court patronage offered to the legitimation of science. Because Medici patronage rewarded marvels that would fit the discourse of the court but not scientific theories or research programs, Galileo tended to present the satellites of Jupiter not as astronomical discoveries supporting a new cosmology but as dynastic emblems, and himself not as a discoverer, but only as the mediator of an encounter. Thus, paradoxically, for Galileo's patronage strategy to be succesful, he had to efface his authorship in the discovery so as to become a more legitimate author-that is, a philosopher. Or, to put it differently, he needed to efface both the astronomical relevance of his discovery and the role his skills as a mathematician and an instrument maker had played in it in order to gain the title of philosopher that, in turn, could offer epistemological legitimation to both Copernican astronomy and the mathematical study of nature he practiced.
Moreover, to succeed, Galileo could not simply donate to the Medici what he had discovered; rather, he had to spin a mythological narrative according to which the discovery of the stars had never "belonged" to him. He claimed to present the Medici with something that had never been his but had always been theirs. Although he was offering them a most prized marvel, Galileo-with an extreme expression of courtly sprezzatura-had to represent himself as giving them nothing. The complete alienation of the stars and their discoverer displayed in the Mondo Festeggiante and in other later representations of the Medicean stars was already inscribed in the patronage strategy Galileo had implemented fifty years before.
In the long run Galileo's extraneousness to the discovery of the stars, which he had claimed rhetorically, became a reality. The Medicean stars became nothing but Medici fetishes and were celebrated as such within Medici court culture until the very end of the dynasty. Galileo left the stage much sooner. To sum up, because he understood the codes of Medici fetishism, Galileo obtained the title of philosopher, but he was not able to gain full Medici support for his attempt to legitimize Copernicanism and the mathematical analysis of nature.
Although the practices of Medici court patronage were both a blessing and a curse for Galileo, they represented-as the saying goes-an offer he could not refuse. The paradoxes inherent in Galileo's patronage-bound representation of the Medicean stars were connected to the other paradox embodied in his moving to court, that is, to an institution that could legitimize the new socioprofessional role he was seeking but could not understand or care about the technical dimensions of his work.
Although the Medici's patronage agenda may have overlapped only locally or temporarily with Galileo's strategies for social and cognitive legitimation, the overlap was of great historical significance. Besides its obvious importance for Galileo's own career, his being hired at the Medici court with the title of philosopher may mark the intersection between two more general historical processes: the formation of court culture associated with the emergence of the absolutist state, and the process of the social legitimation of science. Let me briefly outline certain traits of court society and culture, then turn to how Galileo's strategies for the social and cognitive legitimation of science, as they emerge from an analysis of his career, may be compared to other patterns of socioprofessional legitimation associated with that culture.
Recent works on early modern courts suggest that although baroque courts differed, their culture-being closely associated with the discourse of increasingly absolute princes-displayed a number of commensurable features across national boundaries.68 One of them was its self-referentiality. 1550, court culture tended to close itself off (both culturally and geographically) from surrounding society to focus on and refer exclusively to itself, to the prince, or to the culture of other courts. It is to this process that we can relate the development of the closed theatrical court spaces that then replaced public spectacles. Similarly, if we look at court literature and poetry, we soon notice that their subject matter was a more or less subtle mix of the ruling family's mythologies with contemporary events (ceremonies, military exploits, public works and monuments) and the lives and works of living courtiers. The works of the writers Galileo hoped would celebrate the Medicean stars (Gabriello Chiabrera, Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, Andrea Salvadori) and those of his friend Salvadore Coppola are full of references to actual court life. A similar pattern can be found in court paintings.69
The effect was a cultural closure that sometimes accompanied the geographical isolation of the court from the rest of society. Versailles is probably the most visible example of this process, but the various Medici's ville in the countryside near Florence shared Versailles's political function. They were princely "Gardens of Eden." Together with this cultural-geographical isolation of the court from the city and the crowds that populated it, we find the formation of a new social group, court society, out of the former patriciate of commercial origins. This closure gave the would-be courtiers a sense of differentiation from the urban crowds and' helped shape their new social identity. Contemporary treatises on the court refer to its culture with a specific term: civilta. As Matteo Peregrini put it in 1624, "The Prince is the heart and the court the limbs of civilized living (vita civile)," and courtly life-style is civility itself. It is here that the development of court society and culture intersects with the process of the social legitimation of science. While princes like the Medici were trying to develop absolutist states and needed legitimizing representations of their power, university mathematicians like Galileo were facing a status gap between themselves and the philosophers. As mentioned earlier, this gap delegitimized the use of mathematics as a tool for the study of the physical dimensions of natural phenomena. Therefore, in the same way that artisans had become academic artists by representing the prince's mythologies of power in painting, sculpture, and architecture, Galileo turned himself from a mathematician into a philosopher by representing the satellites of Jupiter as Medici dynastic emblems. Although the court was not a scientific academy, it was an institution that could offer some level of social legitimation, and that, in turn, could help establish the credibility of mathematicians-turned-philosophers. Given this scenario of disciplinary hierarchies, existing social institutions, and patterns of sociocultural change, the court represented Galileo's most promising option for socioprofessional legitimation-although a problematic one.
There is a last specific aspect of court patronage that played an important role in Galileo's strategies of social legitimation. While negotiating with Vinta about his position at court, Galileo stressed his desire to serve only one patron rather than the many he had in Padua and Venice. He also insisted that a republic was not the kind of state that could give him the kind of status he was looking for.72 Then, in the dedication of the Sidereus nuncius, he effaced the economic dimensions of the patronage relationship he was seeking and presented it as "astrologically predetermined. Galileo's strategies for patronage were not unlike those of Michelangelo, Racine, and Corneille. He did not present his discoveries as something useful to be
